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Drums 

Drumming is the perfect combination of skill, practice and of course, having the right drums. At 
SoundsDistribution, you'll find a selection of the best music gear, including drum sets and 
accessories from some of the industry's top brands. Featuring complete drum kits, stands, pedals 
and more from renowned brand Ddrum, as well as best-selling, electronic drum sets from 
Behringer and masterfully crafted cajons from Luna, you'll find everything you need to take your 
drumming to the next level. We support everyone's passion and drumming style, so from drum 
pedals and thrones to electronic modules and amps, we have all your needs covered. Our drum 
suppliers are the best in the business, with equipment that produces top quality sound, so 
whether you're looking for add-on tom drums or innovative, electronic trigger interfaces, Sounds 
Distribution is the place to shop. We care about our customer's satisfaction, so we offer 24/7 
shopping online for you to assemble your perfect set.  Whether drumming is a new hobby, or 
you've been perfecting your skill for years, you owe it to yourself to get the best, so let us 
introduce you to the instruments you deserve. 

Guitar & 
Bass 

When you're a guitarist, you know the music you create is largely due to the quality of the 
instrument you play, so if you want a guitar or bass that's worthy of your talent, come check out 
Sounds Distribution. We have a huge collection of the most popular acoustic and electric guitars, 
as well as basses from some of the industry's top brands. Rock out on classic Luna electric basses, 
many of which boast lightweight, fast playing necks for anyone who switch-hits between bass and 
guitar, or on popular Luna electric guitars, with innovative electronics and modern designs. Get a 
sexy, v-shaped Dean electric bass or discover Dean's incredible acoustic-electric guitars, for a 
revolutionary fusion of sound and technology. At SoundsDistribution.com, you'll also find state of 
the art guitar accessories and equipment, like amps, cases and incredible guitar pedals and effects 
from industry leaders like Behringer. We even have a wide variety of ukuleles and folk 
instruments! Whatever your passion is, we have the right music gear for you, so unleash your 
creativity with the best guitars, basses, and add-ons possible with our great selection. 

Installed 
Sound 

You can't enjoy incredible music without the top-of-the-line sound quality it deserves, and you'll 
get only the best music equipment with SoundDistribution's best-selling installed sound systems. 
Whether you're creating the tunes yourself or just listening to your favorite artists, only the top 
brands can deliver pure sound the way it was meant to be heard. Find a variety of powerful, full 
range loudspeakers from popular names in the business like Tannoy and Turbosound, or get high 
quality Labgruppen amps, featuring some of the most innovative technology on the market. Get 
everything from commercial mixers to high level control surfaces from best-selling brands like 
Klark Teknik that are known for their reliable, top notch installed sound equipment. 
SoundsDistribution.com has everything you need to create either the perfect home recording 
studio or simply give you the best home audio experience that all the neighbors are jealous of, so 
upgrade your equipment today with the top music brands you can trust. 



Lifestyle 

Anyone who's passionate about music knows that you can only listen to the best tunes on the 
highest quality home audio systems and speakers.  That's why SoundsDistribution.com brings you 
only the top brands in audio music gear, like Tannoy and Vifa, to compliment your lifestyle with 
bluetooth and portable wireless speakers, as well as home and studio audio equipment. Vifa gear 
is made to last with DSP signal processing, force balanced woofers and multi-room home 
functionality on select models. Get a 360-degree sound experience anywhere you go with any one 
of these state-of-the-art devices, and get even richer tones by pairing multiple audio units 
together. At Sounds Distribution, you'll also find a variety of sizes and vibrant colors to accent your 
home vibe, so you can fit top quality sound into your personal style. If music is your life, you need 
the best audio system for your home to properly hear every chord, trill, riff or iconic solo, so invest 
in the quality you deserve. Check us out for the best-selling units that will make you want to turn 
up the volume in your home. 

Lighting 

Incredible music may be the starting point of any great party, but to really get things lit, you need 
state of the art DJ lighting, and you'll find the best brands for color frames, spotlights, consoles and 
more at Sounds Distribution. Get top of the line Arena lighting consoles and powerful LED lights 
from brands like Avolites and Blizzard Lighting or shop pro brand Spotlight for professional grade 
equipment and accessories. At SoundsDistribution.com no rave is out of reach, so for any kind of 
light show and lighting effect you want to create, we've got you covered. We carry every brand 
who's made a mark in quality lighting, from GLP to Work Pro, so if you want to take your next 
event to the next level or make a name for yourself with your DJ services, we can get you there. 
Find all the innovative technology you need, starting with various colors, shapes and effects of LED 
lighting to complete cross-platform lighting control systems. There's nothing amateur about this 
equipment, so amp up your game and broaden your DJ brand by adding top of the line lighting to 
your show that will leave a lasting impression. 

Live Sound 

Whether you're mixing live sound at home, building a custom home recording studio or just need 
the best equipment for the live stage, Sounds Distribution has everything you need. We know how 
important sound quality is, so we have only the top brands in music gear to cover you from 
microphones to mixers. Find top of the line Audix mics and wireless audio systems or get state-of-
the-art vocal processors from popular industry brand, Zoom. Add the coolest effects and be a one-
man-band with an RCF L-PAD or get all your professional gear, utilty trunks and road cases from 
ProX, as well as high quality mixer consoles featuring Midas technology. SoundsDistribution.com 
literally carries everything from beginner to pro needs, which is why we have all the leaders in the 
equipment you need at every level, from Klark Teknik to Labgruppen and top quality Behringer 
audio mixers. Let your creativity run free and push the limits of your music because with the 
variety of musical equipment we stock, you'll be able to create live sound like never before. 



Production 

No matter what stage of music production you're in, to be the best in the business, you must have 
top quality equipment that you can rely on. All the music gear you need from the brands you love 
is one place: at SoundsDistribution. Refine your recorded music and prepare it for your audience 
with everything you require from top brands like Behringer, TC Electronic and Aurotone, and you 
will instantly elevate your music game. Make sure to have an incredible vocal effects processor in 
order to stream and record online with ease or create innovative tunes and beats with some of 
Zoom's most advanced technology. Get powerful RCF headphones that are conveniently 
compatible with your smartphone or tablet or find wah pedals for your guitar or bass to work on 
your sounds and distortion. Your recording and production quality will increase exponentially with 
the gear we have at SoundsDistribution.com, so take advantage of some of the best toys in the 
business, because once you've worked with digital mixers, effects and add-ons from company's 
like ProX and TC Helicon, you'll realize how limitless your creativity can be. 

Recording 

Recording great instrumentals and vocals requires so much more than you realize, because no 
matter how much talent you may have, without the right recording equipment, your audio will 
never be up to par. At Sounds Distribution, we specialize in only top-quality music gear, so we 
understand your needs. If you're in the market for state-of-the-art recording devices, field 
recorders or digital mixers, we have the most popular models from brands like Zoom, and if you're 
looking for the best microphones and headphones in the business, check out our best-selling 
supply from Audix. The quality of your effects, mixing and digital recording when using Midas 
technology and equipment from industry powerhouses like Behringer or Klark Teknik will instantly 
elevate your home recording studio to a professional level. We even have tons of accessories like 
mounts, carrying cases and battery packs! It's not easy being competitive in the music business, so 
give yourself every advantage and upgrade your gear to include the giants in recording technology 
like TC Helicon, ProX, Aurotone. You can trust the best-selling names we carry at 
SoundsDistribution.com, because we take your music very seriously. 

Synthesizers 

Synthesizers have come a long way in the past few decades, and the technology that today's digital 
devices have is unbelievable, so check out the best of the best to amp up your home recording 
studio setup. Sounds Distribution has you covered with best-selling Waldorf models that give you 
the capacity to achieve over 700 sounds, synthesize analog sound and perform dramatic filter 
sweeps. If you're ready to take your game to a professional level, we also carry top of the line 
Quantum synthesizers, one of the most powerful and versatile pieces of equipment you'll ever 
own, as well as Waldorf's new, more compact version, so you can increase the studio quality of 
your sound anywhere. From high-end keyboards that contain an incredible amount of memory, to 
much sought after Behringer devices that boast top notch technology, we have it all. You'll even 
find all the latest Wave software and vocoder devices; the easiest way to synthesize voices and 
create cool robotic or rhythmic effects. SoundsDistribution.com has all your needs, whether you're 
just starting out or have been in the business for years, so check out our complete lineup for just 
the synthesizer you need to shake up your tunes. 

 

 

    



Behringer 
(general 
brand page) 

An innovative leader in the music industry, and one that we proudly carry at SoundsDistribution, 
Behringer is more than a brand, it's a tradition. It all started with one man's desire to promote 
musical dreams coming true. Named after the founder, this best-selling music supplier started out 
as a struggling artist in 1989; driven to build his own products because he couldn't afford 
professional equipment. Word of Behringer's craftsmanship spread and providing his friends with 
top quality instruments for less evolved into a business that strives to combine affordable pricing 
with professional quality, so that everyone can enjoy the creativity of making beautiful music. 
Today Behringer equipment is a musician's dream, providing reliable and renowned innovations 
like electronic drum sets, amps and synthesizers, as well as top of the line DJ equipment and 
accessories. We carry popular items that will change your musical life, like a Behringer mixer, 
pedals or a Behringer Neutron: an analog synthesizer that will help you create monophonic tones 
in a heartbeat. The Behringer equipment you'll find on SoundsDistribution.com cater mostly to 
people who work in recording, broadcasting, live portable sound or as a DJ, but with prices that 
can make anyone's musical dreams attainable. Check out the selection of products at Sounds 
Distribution and walk away with your very own Behringer today. 

UMC22 

If you're ready to up your recording game, only the best audio interface will do, and that's the 
Behringer UMC22. Check out Sounds Distribution for this ultra sleek 2x2 piece of equipment, 
which may be small, but which boasts big power: 48 kHz USB with a top-of-the-line Mic Preamp 
designed by MIDAS, and a combo XLR/ TRS input to plug in directly to your instrument of choice, 
without a DI. There's even an extra l ¼ " instrument input included. What makes this Behringer 
interface the best in the business is that you'll never find the same set of features in recording 
equipment that is this portable. This practical interface includes a high-quality phones output, so 
that each of your sessions can be closely monitored, as well as a convenient USB power supply and 
double outputs. These enhanced features make the UMC22 one of Behringer's most popular audio 
interfaces and exactly the recording equipment you need if you're serious about what you do. 
SoundsDistribution.com carries all the Behringer items you need, including this best-selling 
interface, so for the best prices on your audio needs, come check us out. 

 


